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Living morphology is the direct speaker to represent the regional culture.  The 
evaluation of the living morphology is not only the epitome of the developing society, 
but also the driving force for space evolvement of cities.  Its formation and 
development are influenced by natural and human being factors that come from 
different aspects.  The study of local living morphology is the mining and reflecting 
of the meaning and essence of the residence. In this paper, the Rheology theory of 
Physic is adopted to study the living morphology in different historical period of 
Taiwan, to understand the headstream, blending and rules of evaluation of the living 
morphology under the interaction of natural conditions, local culture, societal system 
and customs. 
In this paper, firstly, the evaluation of Taiwanese living morphology is divided 
into four ages: the ancient exploitation age, the frontier and maritime age, the 
Japanese occupation age and opening development age from the view of human 
history, which are better orderliness the evolution history of Taiwanese living 
morphology.  Secondly, how the natural and cultural factors affecting the Taiwanese 
living morphology are analyzed in view of sociology. It is considered that the 
Taiwanese living morphology is not only to be influenced by the traditional 
architectural culture in south Fujian and east Guangdong, but also the impulsion of 
western culture in modern time and the increasing trend of local thought, so that the 
living morphology shows a multi-feature as the results. Lastly, using the analyzing 
structure of architectural morphology, the Taiwanese living morphology is classified 
and characters of the styles are compared. It is concluded that the living morphology 
having two basic features: the local original and the outlying island characters. 
 Fujian and Taiwan are across the strait with similar geography, climate, culture, 
custom and living morphology. By studying the Taiwanese living morphology in this 
thesis, the author wishes the soul of the traditional historic and regional culture of 
both side could be absorbed and provide reference to pass on the essence and to 
innovate the living culture in the new era. 
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